Our programs are designed by certified instructional designers who respect your knowledge and experience. We
jump you right into hands-on, engaging learning activities with plenty of practice opportunities. All programs can
be tailored for your needs. Below are our most popular programs.
Signature Presentations and Programs
7 Language Secrets for Presenting Yourself with Power
An interactive program that explores seven secrets about
verbal language, body language, and slide language that
make the powerful impression you want—from creating
crisp presentation materials to using compelling, evocative
stories to influence your audience.
(1 - 3 hours | max 20 attendees | onsite)
7 Secrets for Crafting a Stellar Signature Presentation
A lively presentation that shares insights into designing
and delivering a signature presentation that showcases
your expertise while educating your audience. Signature
presentations are one of the best ways to grow your
business, your reputation, and your brand. You’ll learn
how to create one that makes you shine.
(1 - 6 hours | max 20 attendees | onsite)

Other Presentations and Programs

7 Rules for Stunning Slides An entertaining, hands-on
program that shares seven rules of effective presentation
design that you can apply to your very own slides—from
selecting evocative images to treating font with the
respect it deserves.
(1 - 2 hours | max 20 attendees | onsite and virtual)
See What I Mean A hands-on program that shares
effective, easy-to-apply practical strategies for replacing
text on slides with impactful visuals that clearly represent
concepts and add meaning to your message. You’ll apply
the strategies to your own slides during the program.
(1 - 7 hours | max 20 attendees | onsite and virtual)
Powerful Professional Presence and Presentations
An engaging, interactive program that demonstrates
techniques for enhancing your professional presence and
presentation skills. In a safe environment, you’ll learn and
practice simple yet proven tips for convincing and enticing
audiences with influential verbal and body language.
(1.5 - 4 hours | max 20 attendees | onsite)
Making a Powerful First Impression A fun, interactive
presentation that provides simple and powerful tips for
presenting a professional first impression. Presentation
expert, Wendy Gates Corbett and style expert, Sheon
Ladson Wilson share how everything from your verbal
and body language to the clothes you wear leave a lasting
impression. Participants learn and practice projecting a
compelling, credible first impression.
(1.5 – 2.5 hours | max 20 attendees | onsite)

7 Do’s and Don’ts for Grabbing (and Holding) Your
Audience’s Attention A dynamic presentation that shares
seven strategies you can use to capture your audience with
your voice and your visuals from the very beginning of your
presentation through the very end of it.
(.5 - 1 hour | max 50 attendees | onsite and virtual)
The Art and Science of Presenting An entertaining,
interactive program that explores how to craft and deliver
persuasive presentations and shares the science behind
the art of presenting—from creative yet powerful speaking
to influential body language and slide design skills.
Co-facilitated by Wendy Gates Corbett and Laurece West.
(1 - 3.5 hours | max 15 attendees | onsite)
Brand You: Making or Making Over Your Personal Brand
An engaging presentation that asks: how are you
promoting Brand You and how is Brand You being
promoted by others? The session guides you in exploring
these questions, answering them, and changing the
answers you don’t like.
(1 - 2 hours | max 30 attendees | onsite and virtual)
Going Virtual: 7 Tips for Successful Online Delivery
An interactive presentation that shares seven strategies
for engaging an audience in an online environment—from
how to phrase your questions to designing slides that grab
attention to amping up your voice.
(.5 - 1 hour | max 20 attendees | virtual)
The Latest Dish on Training Delivery from 7 Master Chefs
A high-energy, entertaining program for talent
development professionals looking to spice up their
training delivery techniques and those who have an
appetite for learning about the latest trends in training
delivery. Attendees learn secret ingredients for adding
zest to their training from leaders across the country.
Participants are guided through large and small group
activities to explore how they can add these ingredients to
their own secret sauce for spicing up their training delivery.
(1.5 - 2 hours | max 50 attendees | onsite and virtual)
Ask about our keynote presentations.
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About
Refresher Training, LLC
Designing vivid presentations that inspire.

Refresher Training works with professional speakers and
professionals who speak by polishing the presentations,
materials, and tools they use to deliver their message.
We design sharp, refreshed presentation materials that
make the first and leave the lasting impression you want.
The Refresher Training team elevates your materials with
compelling, fresh images and crisp designs. We amplify your
influence with practical coaching and training.
We offer a range of services, including presentation redesign, training on
how to improve your own presentations and coaching for presenting
both in person and virtually. We’re based in Raleigh, NC and work
with people all over the world.

Wendy Gates Corbett, MS, CPLP
President and Founder

Wendy has designed and delivered over 1,300 face-to-face and virtual
presentations in her 20 years in the talent development field. She is
enthusiastic about designing effective, high-impact presentation materials
that engage the audience and coaching presenters to delivering powerful,
memorable messages.
She earned her CPLP (the Association for Talent Development’s Certified Professional in
Learning and Performance credential) and has co-authored multiple publications on designing
and delivering powerfully.
She left the corporate training world after running a few profitable multi-million dollar training
businesses to dedicate her time and expertise to serving those who present.
She is a long-time leader in the talent development field nationally and locally in Raleigh, NC.
She’s on a mission to rid the world of painful presentations
by transforming them into powerful visual reflections
that support, not detract from the presenter’s
message and presenters into engaging,
www.Refresher-Training.com
influential communicators.
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